
Donald Broder 
R. R. 2 

Sundre, Alberta 
T0M 1X0 

 
 
August 20, 2011 
 
Law Society of Alberta                                         Sent via fax: 1-403-228-1728                
500, 919 – 11 Ave SW 
Calgary, Alberta                        
T2R 1P3                                
 
Attention: Katherin A.Whitburn                           
 
File no. CO20090785 
 
Complaint against Elizabeth MacInnis,  
 
Regarding: Response as per your request within your correspondence. 
 
Included with this formal complaint were; 
 

The Affidavit of Donald Broder supported by Notice to Admit Facts, 
 
Citations: 
 

1. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis brought the profession into disrepute by 
failing to deal with a deceased’s estate in a conscientious, respectful, and 
unprejudiced manner to all the Beneficiaries, thereby breaching Chapter 6 of the 
Code of Professional Conduct, and that such conduct is conduct deserving of 
sanctions. “All yellow highlights”  

 
2. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis breached the March 5, 2001 Court Order of 

Chief Justice A. H. Wachowich which direct the Certificate of Readiness in action 
9703-12949 be filed on or before March 15, 2001, and that such conduct is 
conduct deserving of sanctions. “ All yellow highlights within Tab G, H, and L”     

 
3. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis failed to serve Donald Broder a beneficiary  

prior to the scheduled court hearing for the Application of Administration of the 
Estate of Edmund Broder, in a conscientious, diligent and efficient manner, 
thereby breaching Chapter 9 and Chapter 13 of the Code of Professional 

      Conduct, and that such conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions. 
            “All yellow highlights within Tab K” 
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4. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis relied on and filed a meaningless affidavit to 
mislead the courts that effective service was initiated on Donald Broder prior to 
the  Surrogate Court, Application for Probate within Action SES03 113567, and 
that such conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions.  

      “All yellow highlights within Tab K” 
 

5. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis provided correspondence to Donald Broders 
solicitor Robert Sawers informing him she was serving the Application for Grant 
of Administration on Donald Broder and only providing him with a copy for 
information purpose, and then falsely relied on the copy to Robert Sawers as 
effective service, that such conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions.  

      “All yellow highlights within Tab K” 
   
6. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis forced the Pleadings closed within Action 

9703-12949 by way of Order of Justice J. L. Lewis and Chief Justice A. H. 
Wachowich on or before March 15, 2001 in Action 9703-12949 and breached 
Chapter 6 Conflict of Interest of the Code of Professional Conduct by 
representing the Estate of Edmund Broder and making an application for probate 
on or about May 24, 2001, and that such conduct is conduct deserving of 
sanctions. “All yellow highlights within Tab G, H, and K” 

 
7. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis was aware Alberta Rules of Court Rule 129 

            was plead within the original Statement of Defence, and committed purgery by  
            misleading the trial Judge, Madame Justice Bielby as to the first time the issue of  
            lack of personal representatives “standing” was raised.   
            “All yellow highlights within Tab A, B, D, E, F, and R” 
 

8. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis mislead Justice Marceau during a case 
management meeting by not informing him the Certificate of Readiness was 
ordered to be filed on March 15, 2001, but rather confirming the Conditional 
Certificate of Readiness was now filed on April 17, 2003, and that such conduct is 
conduct deserving of sanctions. “All yellow highlights within Tab G, H, and L”  

 
9. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis was aware there were two correspondence 

within the file of action 9703-12949, written by Joseph Kueber that also raised the 
issue of Alberta Rules of Court specifically Rule 129 / standing.  

          “Tab E yellow highlights within correspondences dated October 9 and 27, 1997.” 
        
10. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis did not comply with Alberta Rules of Court, 
       specifically Rule 239, to provide the trial Judge with all the Pleadings, and that 
       such conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions.  
       “Specifically pleadings within Tab G and H” 
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11. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis did not comply with Alberta Rules of Court, 
            Specifically Rule 132, and without consent as per Rule 135 to amend the  
            Amended Statement of Claim and add a new claimant or claimants and that such 
            conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions.  
            “All yellow highlights within Tab O and confirmed by the procedural record  
             Print  within Tab 11”       

 
12. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis is in breach of The Legal Profession Act, and 

that such conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions. 
“All yellow highlights contained within both the Affidavit of Donald Broder and 
the Notice to admit facts.”   

 
13. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis conspired with others to deceive the Courts 

as to the first time Alberta Rules of Court Rule 129 was raised to ensure she could 
circumvent Estoppel preventing relying on the principle of  Relation Back. 
“All yellow highlights within Tab A, B ,D, E and P. Paragraph 8 within Tab D 
could not be highlighted within Tab P as it was removed”  

 
14.  It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis is in breach of her fiduciary duty, and that 
       such conduct is conduct deserving of sanctions.  
       “All yellow highlights within Tab A”    
 
15.  It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis conspired with other Solicitors to commit 

     fraud on Donald Broder by initiating a false contempt charge for not following a 
     Court Order and then while he was wrongfully imprisoned made demand for  
     $170,000.00 US to secure his release, and as such the Law Society of Alberta has  
     an obligation to report the findings to the Edmonton Commercial Crimes Unit. 
     “All yellow highlights within Tab A, D, E, F, G, H, K, and L”  

 
       16.  It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis is in breach of The Code of Professional 

Conduct. “All yellow highlights within Tab A, D, E, F, G, H, and L” 
 

17. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis committed fraud on the Courts. 
“All yellow highlights within Tab A, D, E, F, G, H, K, and L”  

 
18. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis acted in a conflict of interest position within 

              the Surrogate Court application for probate SOS03 113567, as she was acting as 
              of against me within action 9703-12949, and therefore treated me biased and  
              prejudiced because my Solicitor, Robert Sawers ambushed her by waiting until 
              she closed the Pleadings to make an application as per Rule 129.  
              “All yellow highlights within Tab A, D, E, F, G, H, K, and L”   
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19. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis was warned by Robert Sawers “regarding 

serious concerns with what she was doing” and continued to commit Fraud on 
the Courts. 

  
20. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis act in collusion with Marvin Bloos to 

orchestrate the Application for Leave to the Supreme Court if Canada. 
 

21. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis acted in collusion with the Crown to 
orchestrate the substitution of the Personal Representatives as Plaintiffs after the 
Pleadings were closed within action 9703-12949. 

 
22. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis continues to act in collusion with the Crown 

to enforce Court costs and garnish Donald Broder’s wife Joyce Broder bank 
account taking her pension money that was to be used for her permanent care as 
she suffers with the later stages of Alzheimer’s. 

 
23. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis acted in collusion with the Alberta Court 

Of Appeal Justices Carole Conrad, Ronald Berger, and Peter Costigan as they 
were made aware of the first time the issue of standing was raised was in the 
Original Statement of Defence, July 28, 1997 and not as Elizabeth MacInnis had 
told trial Judge during arguments on Friday January 23, 2004, early 2001.  

 
24. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis had Donald Broder incarcerated for not 
       following a 2003 and 2004 Court Order when as the evidence will prove it was 
       Elizabeth MacInnis that did not follow the Chief Justice A. H.Wachowich Court 
       Order of February 2001.  
 
25. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis has colluded with all levels of Court with 

the assistance of The Attorney General / Justice Department to frame an 
innocent senior citizen because she had closed the Pleadings on herself prior to 
and without consideration to making an Application for Probate and obtaining 
the Grant of Administration.    

  
26. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis colluded with Joseph Kueber to orchestrate 
       his testimony at the trial to reference to irrelevant pre statement of claim 
       correspondences ensuring to conceal the first time the issue of standing had  
       been raised. 
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27. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis colluded with Bryan Kickam to orchestrate 

the amending of my Statement of Defence 10 days before the trial, January 9, 
2004, than back dated the FIAT to January 9, 2003, specifically to ensure the 
trial Judge would not see the Original Statement of Defence for the sole purpose 
to conceal the first time the issue of standing was raised was within paragraph 8. 

 
28. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis colluded with Bryan Kickham by  
       backdating the FIAT to January 9, 2003 on the Amended Statement of Defence  
       to a Pre-Conditional Certificate of Readiness filed date of April 17, 2003. 
 
29. It is alleged that Elizabeth MacInnis has been and continued to act in conflict of 
       interest since March 15, 2001 only to defraud the Beneficiaries of The Estate of  
       Edmund Broder. 
 
30. It is alleged the Elizabeth MacInnis acted in breach of the Limitation of Action 

Act legislated March 1999 whereby it is clear that you cannot substitute a 
Plaintiff to an action after the limitation period has expired. 

 
 
Mr. Rick Hilborn should have provided the documentation referenced within the two 
bound books submitted with this citation, I have taken the liberty to develop a website. 
The true filed copy of the Application for Leave to the Supreme Court of Canada as 
provided by the Clerk of the Supreme Court in PDF, and all other referenced documents 
are available for review on the website 
Website;   www.broderbuck.com 
 
Should you require further assistance with this matter, please do not hesitate to contact 
the undersigned. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
Donald Broder 
p. 403-638-3297 
f. 403-638-3297 

http://www.broderbuck.com/

